Dabur India Limited

“The test of a successful company is to further harness energies, align priorities and rededicate themselves for achieving even higher goals.”
- V.C. Burman

Dabur: An Introduction
Dabur India Limited (DIL) is the fourth largest FMCG companies in India. With a legacy of
more than 120 years built on attributes of quality and trust, Dabur has proven its expertise
in the fields of health care, personal care, Homecare and Foods.
The company is headquartered in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, is listed on Indian stock
exchanges and commands a valuation of over US$ 1.5 billion. Operating through various
business divisions supported by manufacturing presence spread in India and overseas,
the company has been ranked amongst the “Best under a Billion” companies in Asia
Pacific ( Forbes Asia 2005 & 2006 ). As per BW, March 2007, DIL is one of the top 3 most
respected FMCG companies.
Dabur: Historical Perspective
The business was started by Dr S K Burman in 1884 in Kolkata. His vision of "What is
life that cannot bring comfort to others", was instrumental in giving direction to the
company in its initial and current stages of development. Dr Burman set up the firm with a
goal of meeting the healthcare needs of poor Indians. Initially the company marketed an
allopathic drug, Plagin, to combat the then prevalent epidemic of plague. With growing
demand, Dr Burman established a manufacturing plant in Kolkata in 1896, and Dabur
became the first company to mass-produce Ayurvedic formulations under modern
scientific methods.
In 1940, Dabur entered the domain of personal care with the launch of Dabur Amla Hair

Oil. In 1949, the company introduced Dabur Chyawanprash, the first branded restorative
in a packaged form. The company expanded its product portfolio by adding oral care
products in 1970. The year 1972 witnessed a shifting of operations from Kolkata to Delhi.
Over the next decades, the company saw its portfolio expanding through introduction of
new products and categories.
In the early 1990s, with the economy opening up, the company identified various
investment opportunities to accelerate its growth. The management realized the
importance of scaling up its operations and decided to go public during mid-nineties. It
was during this time that the company decided to professionalize its operations by
curtailing the role of the promoter family and started the process of inducting
professionals from outside. Subsequently in 1996, DIL set up its own foods division Dabur Foods, as wholly owned subsidiary of DIL.
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Chronology Of Dabur
1884 Birth of Dabur
1896 First Production Unit
1940 Launch of Dabur Amla Hair Oil
1949 Launch of Dabur Chyawanprash
1994 Raises First Public Issue
1995 Launch of Vatika Range
1996 Launch of Real Juice
2000 Crosses Rs 1000 crore Turnover
2003 Demerger of Pharmaceuticals Business
2004 Promotion of 5 Power Brands
2005 Acquisition of Balsara Group of companies
Dabur Pharma was part of Dabur India till 2003:- Pharma demerged into a separate company in
2003-04

In the year 2002-03 Dabur laid down its long-term plan of transforming to a focused and
transformed FMCG player. Accordingly, a four-year strategy, Vision –I 3, was crafted,
which targeted sales of Rs 2000 crore by the year 2006.
In order to operationalize and execute Vision-I, Dabur took a number of incremental and
transformational initiatives One of the first moves by the company in its journey towards
becoming a focused FMCG player was to demerge its pharmaceuticals business as a
separate entity- Dabur Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Within the FMCG space, Dabur’s blueprint involved developing and implementing
marketing initiatives based on a clear strategic plan with restructured brand architecture,
continuously introducing a stream of new products and creating a niche for the company
in the FMCG segment based on the “herbal and natural” products segment
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Dabur: Key Performance for 9 Months FY08

Dabur: Key Performance for FY 07
 Growth of 17.6% in revenue and 24.5% in PAT
 Growth across urban and rural sector
 Distribution reorganization along channels (DARE initiative) helped increase
penetration
 Inflation impacted gross margin but EBIDTA margins improved on the back of
moderate price increases, operating leverage & other efficiencies
 Stable fixed costs and advertising & promotional spends
 Return on Equity increased substantially with good growth in profits &
cancellation of Balsara investment

Dabur: Key Performance for FY 07

ROE increased from 46% to 62 %
EBITA margins went up from 17.3 % to 18.10 %
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Dividend Payout of 48%

Dabur : Balance Sheet for the Year ending 31st December 2007
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Dabur: Current Organization Structure
DIL operates through holding company structure and operates through three 100 %
subsidiaries. These are
1. Dabur Foods Limited
2. Dabur International Ltd
3. H & B Stores Pvt. Ltd.
The following chart shows the organization structure of DIL.
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Dabur: Product Profile
Dabur businesses are categorized into four verticals. These are as under:-
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The segment wise break-up of each business toward total revenue is given below.

The various products under each category is given in the following chart
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Dabur: Business Units
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The overall business activity of Dabur in categorized into Four Strategic Business Units
for strategic purposes.
These are

Consumer care division
The division forms the core FMCG business. It consists of the 5 power brands valued
over Rs 1000 crores. It is the main division contributing over 68 % of the total revenue. It
consists of products in the personal care, health care & home care segments.
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Consumer Care Division Sub Segments are
a) Oral Care Segment
The market Size of Oral Care is estimated at Rs 2400 crores. The segment consists of
toothpaste, tooth-power & toothbrush, with toothpaste contributing of over 68 % followed
by 17 % of toothbrush and the rest 15% is the share of tooth-power.
Dabur commands 15 % market share in the toothpaste and toothpowder category. It is
enjoying good growth in this sector. It operates in all the segments- economy with Babool,
popular with Dabur Red and premium with Meswak.
Dabur has grown at over 33.80 % in FY07 while the industry has shown a growth of 13.20
% value terms growth and 9.2 % in volume terms.
The division has following operated in the following business segments
Hair Care
Oral care: The segment consists of toothpaste, tooth-power and toothbrushes.
The market size is estimated at approximately Rs 2400 crores.
Dabur’s Status
Position – No 3 player
Market Share -15 %
Brands : 4 herbal toothpastes and toothpowder brands. The brands and their relevant
positioning are

b) Baby and Skin Care
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The market size is estimated to be Rs 6000 crores. Dabur operates in this category with
Dabur Ayurvedic baby range with oils and Tonics & Gulabari range of rose based skin
care products. This segment is contributing less than 8 % of the overall revenue.

c) Hair Oils and Shampoos
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d) Health Supplements & digestives
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1. Consumer Health Division: Consisting of Ayurvedic & OTC Healthcare. The
entire range covers of over 260 of a over the counter and ethical medicines. The
expected market size is app. Rs 500 crores. The revenue contribution from the
division is less than 7 % to the overall revenue.
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International Business Division: Overseas business with its headquarters at Dubai. It
contributes to over 13 % to the group revenue. It is responsible for all the group’s
overseas interest and acquisition etc. It is the fastest growing segment among all the four
SBU’s.
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2. Foods Division consisting of Food beverages & culinary products. It is market leader
with over 51 % share. It is covering the entire market segment its three brands, Real,
Active and twist. The revenue contribution from this division is over 10 %. Activ has been
positioned as a premium juice brand while real is more positioned toward SEC B & C
segment.
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Part -1: Where is the Organization now ?
1. Do a SWOT analysis and discuss its current Situation. What does the SWOT
analysis indicates?
2. Has it done a good job of environmental scanning?
3. Has its current strategic orientation been successful? Use porter’s framework.
Why or why not?

SWOT Analysis
Dabur is one of the top 3 Most Respected FMCG Companies (BW, March 2007). It was
awarded the “Best under a Billion” companies in Asia Pacific by Forbes Asia (for the 2005
& 2006). It is one of the fastest growing in company with CAGR of 19% in sales and 39%
in Profits over last 4 years. It is more than 120 years old with a combined herbal /
Ayurvedic portfolio of over 350 + products. It is among the largest Indian Personal &
Healthcare Company (Ranks 4th overall)

Major strengths of Dabur are:1. Strong brand equity: 5 Umbrella brands: Dabur brand has a strong brand recall.
It enjoys good reputation both in rural as well as in urban areas. Dabur follows an
umbrella branding strategy. The logo of Dabur is an old banyan tree which conveys
Dabur’s heritage, commitment and stability through the form and colours of the tree,
its branches and leaves. It also conveys that the brand stands for wellness across age
groups. The brand portfolio of Dabur consists of five power brands. Dabur is the
umbrella brand for all healthcare products such as chawanprakash and honey, vatika
for herbal beauty brand for slightly upcoming market image. Anmol is offered as Value
for money segment for personal care market. Real is the master brand for foods and
Hajmola for digestives.

2. Strong Media and advertisement management. It has used the concept of celebrity
quite innovatively involving actors like Amitabh Bachan as its brand ambassador and
sports man like virender sehwag as its brand ambassador and tries to cash in on their
popularity. Promotion on mass media such as television is done by the company
centrally.

3. Research and Development Strength:It has its own farm for growing medicinal and rare herbs and plants. It has a rich base of
traditional knowledge in therapeutics i.e. Ayurveda, Sidha & Unani. Dabur enjoys
successful experience in innovative process chemistry. More over Dabur undertake
agronomy initiative to ensure supply of rare medicinal herbs. These are not confined to
India alone. It has green house in Nepal also.
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4. Dabur: Manufacturing Facilities
Dabur has well developed engineering base to produce wide range of pharmaceutical
equipment and machinery. he company has Strong manufacturing capability with 14
Manufacturing Units spread in India & abroad. The international facilities are located in
Nepal, Dubai, Bangladesh, Egypt and Nigeria. Three of the facilities in India are
strategically located in excise duty free zones - Rudrapur (Uttaranchal), Baddi (Himachal
Pradesh) and Jammu. With the acquisition of Balsara, Dabur now has additional facilities
at Baddi & Silvassa (Dadar & Nagar Haveli).The company has a multi-fruit processing
plant at Siliguri (West Bengal) for production of pulp and concentrates. This is a step
taken by the company towards backward integration by locating this facility in proximity to
its juice plant in Nepal. Dabur Foods, the subsidiary of Dabur India has also recently
acquired a fruit juice plant in Jaipur (Rajasthan).
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5. Strong EBITA Margin
The current EBITA margins of Dabur is appx. 18% against industry average of around 1112 % The primary reason of enjoying such high EBITA margins the strategy of setting up
manufacturing plant in place which offer some fiscal concession in the form of tax holiday
/ concessional excise rate etc or are closer to raw materials sources. (like Siligury plant is
very close to the source of raw material – fruits etc)
The above strength enables Dabur to be able to produce high quality products at
relatively low cost.

Weakness
1. Sub-critical R&D investments.
2. Lack of innovative R&D culture in industry.
3. Poor networking among constituents in the innovation chain.
4. Inadequate trained manpower in emerging areas.

Threats
1. Inflationary Trends: Rising commodity prices are a cause of concern as it is not always
possible to pass on the increased cost to the customer.
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2. Operating environment is highly competitive having wafer thin margins
Presence of large no of MNC with global operation and enjoying economies of scale. This
put lot of pressure on the operating margins and growth opportunities. Significantly,
several Indian FMCG companies have been aggressively exploring global markets
through both acquisitions and alliances. In the past three years, more than 15 companies
and have been acquired or merged.
3. Inability to cope-up with the rapidly changing new discovery technologies and
processes
at the global level.
4. Rapidly changing standards of quality and manufacturing at the international level.

5. Lack of clearly articulated and facilitative national IPR policies.
6. Lack of strategy to bring convergence between aspirations of the `small’ and `big’
players

7. Distortion in priority and public concern on health & Pharma issues.
8. Reducing tariff levels and dumping can be a threat to survival of products and
industry.

9. Rising demand of the Ayurvedic products of prospective competitor i.e. Divya
Pharmacy.

Opportunities
1. Industry Trends
The Indian consumer market is set to scale new heights. With an estimated ten-fold
increase in middle-class population and three-fold rise in household income, aggregate
consumer spending is likely to more than quadruple from around US$ 428.69 billion in
2005 to US$ 1.76 trillion in 2025. Consumer moving up the value-chain is a visible trend
in the recent years. For the 2007 as a whole, the size of FMCG market is likely to exceed
US$ 18 billion in value as against US$ 15 billion in 2006.
India is likely to leap-frog from being the twelfth largest consumer market in the world
to become the fifth largest consumer market in the world, says a study by McKinsey
Global Institute. Significantly, over 23 million Indians -more than the population of
Australia-will number among the country's wealthiest citizens.
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2. Rising Disposable Incomes
The fact that the per capita income has nearly doubled in a short span of four years to just
under US$ 800 in 2006-07 (from around US$ 450 in 2002-03), has boosted the growth of
FMCG companies. For example, the sales of 11 major listed FMCG companies grew by
16 per cent in the first nine months of the current fiscal (2007-08).
In fact, the surge in consumer spending along with the changes in consumer tastes and
low penetration levels of the organized sector in several commodities is likely to ensure
high growth rate across a range of FMCG categories. For example, market research firm
A C Nielsen has identified 24 categories in personal grooming space that are growing
at an average growth rate of 13 per cent. Products like perfumes, body washes and
hair colours among others have all been experiencing high double-digit growth.
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3. Increasing Preference for Herbal Based Products
Growing preference in India and abroad toward the use herbal and non synthetic /
chemicals based personal grooming and health supplement. This offers tremendous
opportunity for Dabur to exploit it’s domain knowledge and expertise in blending
knowledge of traditional medicines with modern science.
4. Rising costs of R&D overseas:
This is resulting in a greater tendency towards outsourcing and networking. This offers
potential for clinical research and initiating clinical trials and opportunity to improve quality
standards.
5. Low Per capital consumption:
India has a low per capita consumption in the world. As can be seen in the following
chart India’s per capita consumption stands even lower than Brazil
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6. Liberal Government Policy
The possibility of Foreign Direct Investment being allowed in the retail sector and
consequent entry of large international retail chains, the FMCG industry will see some
structural changes happening which could result in a strong growth momentum.
7. Low level of FMCG goods in the Rural Markets :- Except for the category of Toilet
Soaps, washing powder ,detergent bars and to a reasonable extent the hair care
segment, most of the segments have very low level of penetration, espeacialy the health
supplement, packaged fruit juice and mosquito repellant segment. In all these segments
Dabur is having Market leader status.
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Key Findings of SWOT Analysis
1. The company has strong brand equity which can be capitalised.
2. The industry trends and demographics are highly favorable and offer good opportunity
for growth.
3. The company has good R & D facilities, but lack of innovation seems to be the primary
cause for inefficient use. The company needs to improve its R & D culture and should
be more customers-centric.
4. Strong opportunities exists in Rural Segments
Q-2 )Has the company done a good job of environmental scanning?
The company has done a good job of Environmental scanning. This can be seen from the
strategy the company has adopted. It has always tried to play on its strength, though at
times it has overleveraged and underestimating its opponents. For this it has paid the
price. It tried to leverage its brand strength to a large number of products. This resulted in
a hazy and ambiguous positioning in the mind of customer. Dabur means everything for
everyone. This resulted in the formulation of power strategy of creating 5 power brands.
We have analyzed the Industry environment of Dabur on the basis of Porter’s Framework
to understand the determinants of competitive forces.

Bargaining Power of buyers
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buyers Concentration versus firm concentration – Power Score – Low
Buyers Volume – Power Score – Low
Buyers switching Cost is Low relative to firm switching cost– Power Score – High
Buyer’s information level is high-Power Score-High
Presence of substitute by rival competitors - Power Score-High
Based on above the bargaining power of the buyers is relatively strong

Bargaining Power of Sellers
1. Differentiation of input – Power Score – Low
2. Switching Cost of suppliers and firms in the industry – Power Score – Low
3. Presence of substitute input– Power Score – High
4. Importance of Volume to suppliers -Power Score-low
5. Impact of inputs on cost or differentiation - Power Score-Medium
6. Threat of forward integration relative to threat of backward integration by the firms
in the industry - Power Score-Medium
Based on above points it is inferred that the bargaining power of the
suppliers is Low
Entry Barriers
1. Economies of scale – Power Score – High
2. Proprietary product Differences – Power Score – Low
3. Brand Equity– Power Score – High
4. Capital requirement -Power Score-Medium
5. Impact of inputs on cost or differentiation - Power Score-Medium
6. Absolute cost advantage - Power Score-Medium
7. Government Policy- Power Score-Medium ( Reservation of certain products for
SSI)
8. Expected Retaliation - Power Score-Medium
Based on above points it is inferred that there are reasonable entry barriers
Industry Competition: Intensity of rivalry
1. Industry growth – Power Score – Medium
2. Diversity of competitors-– Power Score – High
3. Product Differentiation – Power Score – Medium
4. Brand identity -Power Score-High
5. Excess Barriers and cost conditions -Power Score-Medium
6. Cost Condition ( Fixed / variable cost ) – Power Score – Medium
7. Impact of inputs on cost or differentiation - Power Score-Medium
8. Concentration and Balance- Power Score-High
Based on above points it is inferred that the Inter firm rivalry is and industry
player fight tooth and nail for market share

Threat of Substitutes
1. Relative Power performance of Substitute – Power Score – low
2. Switching Cost – Power Score – Low
3. Buyers propensity to substitute– Power Score – High
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Based on above points it is inferred that the Dabur faces high threat of
substitution
Environmental Impact Analysis

Part II Where is the organization going?
1. How would you describe the current position of the company?
The current position of the company can be studied using BCG Matrix. Dabur has four
strategic business units. These are
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Consumer care division or CCD
Consumer Health care division or CHD
Food and beverages division Of F & B
International business division or IBD

The current position of the company can be studied using the BCG Matrix. BC

BCG Matrix at SBU Level

A. Cash Cow- Two SBU :1. Consumer Care Division
It is the main cash generating sources contributing three fourth of overall revenue. It
covers the main FMCG business of the Dabur India. It is competing with the formidable
MNC’s with extensive distribution network and advertisement strength. Overall the FMCG
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sector is growing at 13-14%. This has been achieved after a flat to negative growth in
2003-2004. Again due to recessionary conditions prevailing world wide, the FMCG sector
could be affected.
This analysis of this SBU will involve applying BCG Matrix to the various sub segments
Cash Cow
1. Health Supplement
2. Digestives
3. Home Care
Reasons
Dabur is market leader in the above segment. The overall growth of this category is less
than 12 %. More over the overall size of Health supplements and digestive is
comparatively small at less than 600 crores each. However, the market size of Home care
segment is app Rs 2000 crores
Dogs
1. Skin and Baby Care: Dabur operated in this segment through the LAL tail and
Gulabari brands. Though the market size of the sector is quite large, Dabur is not
able to make any headway in this segment. The sector is growing at app 11%, but
Dabur sales have been flat. This segment is acting as Dog business and should be
divested.
Stars
1. Oral Care
Reasons: The primary reason is strong growth of 49.80 % (Promise) in toothpaste against
industry growth of 17 %. This segment in under penetrated in the rural areas.( 42 %). The
presence in all categories with three strong brands like Promise, Babool and Meswark is
another strong reason. It is It will not be possible to go for frontal attack as the
competitors are very powerful.
The strategic orientation should be of Flanking : Selectively attack the weak / underserved
segments of the market, focusing on high growth area / under penetrated rural areas
riding on the Herbal Plank.

Question Mark
1.
Hair Oil
Reasons: In this segment Dabur operates through three Key Brands namely Vatika
range, Dabur Amla Hair Oil and the Anmol Coconut & Mustard Oil. This category is
growing at less than 11 %. The share of Dabur is close to 17 %. This category has strong
brand value but is primarily restricted to north India. The strategy to be followed is to
expand geographically in particularly in South India.
2. Shampoos: This segment showed strong growth of 31 % against the industry average
of 16 %. The same strategy followed with hair oil can be used in this segment
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2. Consumer Health Division
The revenue contribution of CHD is less than 8 % p.a. The category is growing at less
than 7 %. The overall market size is also small at less than 600 crores. But it is highly
profitable business. The division should be milked for cash. Strategic Orientation:

B. Stars- F & B and IBH
The two SBU’s together contributes over 20 % of the overall revenue and are the fastest
growing areas within DIL. The current share of IBD is over 14 % in the total revenue
which is in sharp contrast to less than 3 % of the total revenue In 2002-03. It is growing at
over 35 % per annum. The media strategy of using celebrities like Amitab Bachan is
paying of. Primarily it is marketing the consumer care products in the overseas market.
In F&B, DIL is a market leader with over 52 % market share in the Juices & Nectar
segment. DIL has clear strength in this area. The manufacturing plants are either present
close to raw materials procurement area or enjoys some fiscal incentives. The segment is
effectively covered with three brands viz Real, Activ and Twist.
C. Dogs- Category
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None of the SBU are in this category. Though within an SBU some business segment
may be in the Dog category and should be divested.
D. Question Marks
None of the SBU’s are in this category. Within each SBU, one is having a number of
distinct business segments. It might be possible that within an SBU some business
segment may be in the Question mark category.

2. Where does the company appear to be heading strategically? Does this direction
make sense?
The company Started as a small Ayurvedic pharmacy in Calcutta way back in 1884.
Today Dabur is a household name and is the 4th largest FMCG company in India. It has
come a long way. The current strategy of Dabur is to position itself as “Herbal Specialist”.
At the same time the companies ambition is not limited by it.

Dabur is following aggressive growth strategy based on three pronged pillars of
Expansion, Innovation and Acquisition.
The expansion strategy is based on
1. Expansion across platforms
2. Expansion across Markets
1. Expansion across Categories: It is entering into new categories in the various
business sub-segments. For example, it has entered into the Rs 4000 crores Personal
Wash Market with Vatika Honey and saffron soap. More in 2005, with the acquision of
Balsara it moved into the profitable segment of Home Care.
2. Expansion across Markets:- It is planning aggressively to enter the South Indian
Market. Moreover it is planning to expand globally. It is planning to grow organically as
well as inorganically. It is identifying markets based on Strategic Model Choice. It is
planning for differentiated competitive niches in personal care and health car segments.
The International expansion is looked after by its Dubai based subsidiary, Dabur
International. Focus markets are South Asian subcontinent ( Pakistan, Nepal &
Bangladesh) , Arabia, Africa, Europe & America and Russia & CIS Markets.
The primary targets are the Ethnic population:- Brand in domestic market will definitely
attract the ethnic population residing in the target countries. Dabur is working on the
assumption that its huge brand equity in India will spill over to create brand pull among
the British Afro-Asian population. It is hoping to cash in on the current craze for "ethnic
Indian" by introducing sandalwood and ayurvedic variants in British supermarkets.
The direction makes immense sense for the following Reasons:1. Cheap Exercise: Building a brand from grass-root level asks a lot. More so in front of
Home and Personal Care juggernaut, HLL. It requires lots of the financial capacity to build
a new brand and get a decent market share. Moreover if the segment is a highly attractive
product category, it will be very difficult for other FMCG players to enter that space,
because of huge competition.
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Acquiring brands from other companies will not require one to spend exorbitant money on
brand building to get the space in the mind of the consumer. It’s not only saving money on
brand building but cost savings as well.
2. Time Constraints: It takes lots of time it to launch a new brand from scratch. It is
becoming unviable for most of the FMCG companies to afford time to do the inevitable
market research, understanding the consumer behavior, pilot testing at selected places
etc? Also the market is very dynamic and the needs of the consumers keep changing.
Taking a longer organic route, the fresh innovative brands initially may get outdated with
market needs.
3. Product Related: Diversification of existing product portfolio and complementing
current product portfolio are the two reasons to go for inorganic route. It is the quickest
way to increase a company’s basket. It gives a straight license to step into new product
categories.
4. Distribution is always a key for success in mass markets in FMCG sector. If the
acquired company's distribution network is complementary to the company's own, it can
easily be leveraged to vend existing brands to new consumers.
5. Economies of Scale : A well thought out merger also helps to improve profits by
lowering costs due to economies of scale in marketing, sales snd distribution network.
Dabur’s acquisition of 7 brands from Balsara:
Dabur's acquisition of the three Balsara group companies gave them access to seven
established brands — toothpastes Promise (unique clove oil positioning), Babool (value
segment) and Meswak (premium segment), Odonil air freshener, Odopic utensil cleaner,
Sanifresh toilet cleaner and Odomos insect repellent.
Balsara’s herbal oral care range is a good strategic fit for Dabur, as their products are
also positioned on the herbal benefits. More over it helped them to increase its market
share in oral care market by 6%.
Benefits of acquisition of Balsara
1. Enhanced Distribution
Dabur pursued Balsara for its distribution reach in the West and the South. Dabur’s past
distribution network had better penetration in the Northern and Western regions. Balsara
has a direct distribution reach of 340,000 and 1.5mn indirect reach. Now, this help Dabur
to be in a better state to distribute its products in southern markets.
2. Economies of Scale
Dabur’s combined business with Balsara would provide economies of scale in marketing,
sales and distribution. Combined advertisement will reduce costs.
3. Using Ansoff matrix how would you describe recent actions and decisions?
Igor Ansoff presented a matrix that focused on the firm's present and potential products
and markets (customers) to portray alternative corporate growth strategies. By
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considering ways to grow via existing products and new products, and in existing markets
and new markets, there are four possible product-market combinations.
Dabur Ansoff's matrix is shown below:
Existing Products

Existing
Markets

New
Markets

Market Penetration
Hair care segment,
Home Care
Baby & Skin Care

New Products
Product Development
Food Division
( Juices and pastes etc )
Health Care segment
like Dabur Pudin Hara

Market Development
Fruit Juice, Nectar etc,
Expansion in new
Geographic Markets

Diversification
New Look Retail Format

1. Market Penetration – The strategic focus is to achieve growth with existing products in
their current market segments thereby increasing market share. Dabur is applying this
strategy through brand building and through the low price high quality value
proposition. It has increased it advertisement budget by
to match the aggressive
campaign of its rivals. The strategy is followed in all the SBU’s. Dabur successfully
applying this strategy in the hair Care division. It slashed prices by as much as 20 %
to capture market share. oil,
2. Market Development – The strategic focus involves the firm to seeks growth by
targeting its existing products to new market segments. This is the underlying
philosophy behind the Dabur’ relentless effort in bringing out new flavors in practically
all the sub-segments to cover the different segments. For example it entered in the
processed juices category with Real brand. It was positioned toward the SEC B &
SEC C category. To cater to the premium category it came out with Activ brand. More
over it is trying to sell it products in new geographical area like in South India and
internationally where sizable ethic population is present.
3. Product Development - The firms develops new products targeted to its existing
market segments. This is the strategy that Dabur is adopting in expanding in Southern
Market. The Company’s Flagship brand Chywanprash may be reformulated to suit the
South Indian palate and it could be repackaged to account for language differences.
Others well known brands where rebranding is being considered are Hajmola, Pudin
Hara group of products and Dabur Lal tel.
4. Diversification - the firm grows by diversifying into new businesses by developing new
products for new markets. The move to acquire Balsara and move into Home Care
segment (Odorni, Odomos etc) can be termed as diversification move. Similarly the
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recent foray of Dabur into new retail format with its new venture is on similar
dimension.
The Indian retail trade scenario is witnessing a growth of the modern format retail stores.
Shoppers at these stores have a higher propensity for trial and experimentation, making
them early adopters for a host of products. These stores offer better shopping ambience
and a more scientific approach to displays and promotions. Also, experience has shown,
that for certain niche products, modern trade formats are a better retail option. Dabur
move into the new retail format is to capitalize into this new opportunity
Q4 Has it done an effective job of segmenting?
In developing product strategy, the marketer basically needs to understand what needs
this product or its modified version can fulfill. Any company aiming to do an effective job
of segmenting has to realize the diversity in India is utterly confounding more so in the
FMCG business in India. Indian geographic diversity is immense and any marketer need
to incorporate it in his segmentation basis. The second important lesson is that the
Company's marketing mix should be customizing a according to geographies — the
classical STP (segmentation/targeting and positioning) practice.
Dabur very understands this and has very well incorporated it in its segmentation criteria.
At times simple demographic variable have been used (like age have been used like in
cases of juices) or at time benefit or behavioral basis for segmentation (Like the brand
Nature’s Best was developed to target institutional sales like hotels, airlines etc).
In the Health Supplement division, the Flagship chayawanprash is positioned as all
season Health Giver for all ages for customer. It is available at three price points of Rs 57
(250gms), Rs 103 (500gms) and Rs 180 (1 Kg). The brand very well related to North
Indians, but not in South India. So Dabur has rebranded and customized the product for
south India. Other well known brands like Dabur Hajmola, Dabur Pudin Hara have been
re-branded and repacked with labels in local languages.

Similarly Dabur Chyawanshakti is positioned as The stress buster for people above age
30 + is positioned as all season Health Giver for all ages for customer. It is available at
one price points of Rs 130 (500gms). Another variant of Chyawanprash is under
development. The variant under the Chyawanprash family will be milk additive, and will be
targeted at kids, and which will offer all the benefits of the current set of brown beverages
with the additional value of herbs.
In the personal care category, Dabur has used the benefit basis of segmentation. Vatika
and Anmol are the master brands for the personal care portfolio. Most of the
diversification into new product categories, such as skin care, was planned under these
brands. Vatika was positioned as a herbal beauty brand with a premium image and Anmol
was a mass market, value for money brand. India has had a long tradition of oiling hair It
very well understands the Indian consumer has a strong desire for fuller, stronger, blacker
and glossier hair. With small packs (150ml or less) are driving the category growth. Added
value in the form of ingredients such as amla, almond or cooling oils have also helped to
attract consumers. The various brands of Hair Oil and shampoos are positioned
accordingly.
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Dabur Vatika’s success can be attributed to the company’s differentiated product offering
and meticulous brand building initiatives. The company concentrated on differentiating the
brand in all aspects, right from positioning to packaging. At the time of its launch, Dabur
positioned Vatika as value-added hair oil that contained pure coconut oil enriched with
natural ingredients such as henna, amla (gooseberry), and lemon. Till then, the hair oil
market had been dominated by plain coconut oil brands with Marico’s flagship brand,
Parachute, being the market leader.
Dabur Foods, which has 55 per cent market share in the preservative-free fruit juice
segment, has introduced age-specific market segmentation with a new sub-brand, Real
Junior, targeted at children below six years, claimed to be a first-of-its-kind initiative in the
country. The marketing strategy involves offering multiple pack sizes that suit varied
consumption needs and occasions. With added benefits of calcium, Real Junior has been
positioned keeping in mind the needs of mother who want her kids to have additional
nutritional requirements that supplement the basic meal. In addition to this, the 125 ml
pack, customized for kids below six years, is just the right quantity for them.
Real Junior has been launched in two flavors, mango and apple, enriched with calcium, in
different size packs to suit varied consumption needs and occasions. The packs are
designed with animated fruit characters to communicate the fun, taste and nutritional
aspects of the drink.
Company's another Real variant, Real Activ, is targeted at health- and fitness-conscious
young adults, is available in orange, apple and orange-carrot flavors. Dabur Foods is
reportedly the only juice company in India and among the top five companies in the world
to use spin cap cartons, cold-fill technology and spill-proof double seal for packaging.
Dabur has done an effective job of segmentation. Rather than the plain demographics, it
has used others basis of segmentation like benefit or behavioristic basis of segmentation.
The decision rule is to identify the variable that describes the target customer well.
Part III How would the organization get there?
1. What strategic suggestions would you make regarding the various components
of marketing mix?
On 29th March 2006, Mr. Sunil Duggal, CEO Dabur India Limited unveiled Dabur’s four year
strategy and business plan which envisions doubling the turnover and net profit by the year 2010.
Christened ‘Vision 2010’,
In early 2002, Dabur had undertaken a study in association with consulting firm Accenture, to
understand its brand equity. The key finding of the study was that Dabur’s brand perception was
of a herbal specialist. The herbal segment was one of the fastest growing in FMCG sector and
could be leveraged across both, urban and rural markets. However, in the past Dabur’s products
had come to be associated with the 35 plus age group. With almost half the country’s population
in the below 30 years age bracket, the company ran the risk of missing the next generation
consumers.
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Change of Logo
The new identity modernizes the 100 year old equity of Dabur, both as a company and as a
brand. The new logo- the tree with a younger look in form and colours – was also in sync with the
new brand essence - Celebrate Life. Each element of the identity was crafted to convey a relevant
message. The burst of leaves signified growth, vitality and rejuvenation. The dual colours
reflected
the combination of stability and freshness. The form of the trunk mirrored three people raising
their hands in exultation. Whilst the broad trunk represented stability, the multiple branches
represented growth. The soft orange color of the trunk was selected for its message of warmth
and energy. Thus, through its form and colours, the new logo combined stability and freshness
and expressed a positive, proactive and progressive brand.
Promotion:
An FMCG company relies very heavily on advertisement. The promotional aspect is very
important. More important is what you communicate. In such a scenario Brand Management
becomes very important. The use of celebrity endorsement and concept of brand ambassador
should be continued. Recently the company has signed on Amitabh Bachchan as brand
ambassador, for all of Rs 8 crores. Dabur should reposition the company as a ‘herbal specialist’
rather than flogging its ayurvedic lineage alone. Confining to the ayurvedic platform is restrictive
as the domain could only be stretched to a certain level and not beyond.

Dabur’s portfolio seems like the periodic table in chemistry; The Company had a brand
profile which was proliferating and undisciplined. The top management team at Dabur put
together a new brand architecture which will form the basis for all new launches. This is a
step in the right direction. Dabur should avoid the tendency to go for lengthy brand extensions
Moreover an Integrated marketing approach should be adopted for maximum efficiency and clarity
in the mind of the consumer as to what the company is communicating.

Channel of Distributions:
This is the second most important marketing mix as the FMCG sector is concerned. Only those
Channel of distribution: should be chosen that are fast, efficient and cost effective. More over it
should convey and should strategically fit with the companies overall strategic objective. It should
follow intensive distribution for Hair care, Home care, Health supplement and food division. The
Skin and baby care should have either selective or exclusive distribution
Product:
Dabur should continue with its practice of coming out with new variants to fill in the need gap.
Moreover the packaging should be sensitive to the geographic diversity and should include details
in local language. More over the brand name should such so as to fit with the local culture.
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Pricing Policy:

Dabur should follow an integrated pricing approach matching the brand positioning and
strategic objective to be achieved. At the same time the prices should be close to the
average market price of the category. It needs to work more on building it brand Identity
before it can charge premium price.
For the Health supplement segment, Home Care segment and food division segment, the
company should try to find out the price sensitivity of their products through market
research. Since the objective is to increase market share, in case of price sensitive
products, Dabur will have to have price lower than competitors. If the competitor reduces
prices it should promptly reduce prices while if the competitors raises prices it should be
slow to react. For price insensitive products, pricing should be based on overall
positioning strategy appropriate for the brand.
In the Hair care segment, oral care segment Dabur should follow essentially pricing
policies which are reactionary in nature.
In the Skin care and Baby Care segment, the strategy which is followed is that of of
market Nicher. So Dabur should set premium prices in order to achieve this objective.

2. How can it compete effectively against its competitors?
Dabur need to appreciate that it cannot afford to have one single policy for competing
effectively against its competitors. It is operating in the highly competitive FMCG market
which consists of big MNC’s Like HUL, P&G, Pepsico etc. It cannot afford to go for
offensive strategies. It will have to be nimble footed and should not overestimate its
strength. Moreover the basic nature of marketplace is dynamic. So the company should
not remain static in following any particular strategy. At times it should follow offensive
strategies and at times it should adopt defensive strategies. The deciding criteria for any
policy adoption is that it should be based on the companies strength and clear
sustainable competitive advantage, the geneses of which invariably lies in the firm’s value
chain.
In the Health supplement segment, Home Care segment and Food Division, Dabur is a
market leader. In this it should work on two fronts. These are
1. Expand the total Market: this involves finding new uses, new users, and more
usages by attracting buyers who are still unaware of it or are resisting it due to lack
of some features or due to price constraints.
2. Expand the Market Share: “Offence is the best defense“. Dabur should be
aggressive in increasing it market share through heavy advertisement, improved
distribution, price incentives and new products.
In the Hair care segment and oral care segment it should have market challenger strategy
with the aim of increasing market share. The strategy adopted should be flanking
Strategy, which involves finding unrepresented and underpenetrated segment and hitting
at these segments. The toothpowder market is one such example. More the penetration
level is very low in rural areas. This should be exploited for increasing market share.
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In the Skin care and Baby Care segment, the strategy should be that of market Nicher. It
should try to find out some specialized category and should serve it well. This will help to
bypass the major players and will help improve its market share. On these lines Dabur is
experimenting with a novel retail format by the name NEU.
The idea is that one should always build on its strengths and in case these are not
present, one should try to find the gap or segments that are underpenetrated and / or are
not addressed properly by the competitors.
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